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Note – my remarks focus on economics education, including the economics 

content of business degrees

1. What challenges? Demands for change in economics education from the 

public, employers, students – conflicting or complementary? 

2. An international project to meet the challenge

3. New content – the problems have changed, economics has changed, 

economics education needs to change

4. New pedagogy – from complex problems to economic models – teaching 

and learning the benefits of abstraction

5. New skills – data handling, coding, visualization, interpretation, 

communication
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public, employers, students – conflicting or complementary? 



The global financial crisis -
Economists in the doghouse

The public



The public



Michael Gove (Minister in Theresa May’s government):

“Britons have had enough of experts”

The public



Employers



Employers



What is the most pressing issue that 

economists today should address?

What do beginning students of economics think economists should do? 



Worldwide

• 2016-18 by 4,442 students 

• from 25 universities 

• in 12 countries
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3. An international project to reform economics education

• New possibilities for rapid improvement in teaching and learning resources
• An example – The CORE project – digital-first & open access 
• An international collaboration of researchers and educators from top universities 

– content, teaching and learning resources, translations



Free online, 
go to www.core-econ.org

http://www.core-econ.org/


Overview of CORE’s resources

Teacher resources

Student resources

Specialists Non-specialists Both
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The CORE team – authors : A global collaboration of researchers
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• Researchers and teachers from around the world – from 
Colombia to Bangalore, from Sciences Po to Columbia 
University

• United by the goal of creating high quality open access 
resources to bring to students the best of economics

• Enabling them to engage in evaluation and debates on 
the pressing public policy issues of today
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Boğaziçi University

Kevin O’Rourke
University of Oxford 
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The CORE team – authors : A global collaboration of researchers
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3. The content – what should the introductory course accomplish? 

Paul Samuelson Economics 1948 – the first modern economics textbook –

written in the shadow of the Great Depression

“aims at an understanding of the economic institutions and problems of 

American civilization in the middle of the twentieth century.”

• The problem was unemployment

• The response was a teachable version of Keynes

• And bringing to the classroom the new ‘big problem’-related research

Samuelson hoped by educating future policymakers and citizens, good policy 

would prevent another Depression

The CORE project responded to a new ‘Samuelsonian moment’ – the problems 

are different and so is the new economics (the best of contemporary research)



What do economists really do? 



The CORE project responded to a new ‘Samuelsonian moment’ – the problems 

are different and so is the new economics (the best of contemporary research)



The modern texts – comparing CORE’s The Economy with Mankiw

To the left, greater weight in CORE’s The Economy

To the right, greater weight in Mankiw



Where to begin a course? ‘Pizza and beer’ or …





One of the first figures the student sees in CORE (and can manipulate)
The distribution of income in the world. Height of the bars is the gross domestic income per 
capita (measured in purchasing power parity dollars) of the population decile indicated 

1980

https://jackblun.github.io/Globalinc/


1990



2014



How to teach inequality analytically?



Economic institutions are the rules of the 

game – who does what and who gets 

what on a pirate ship



Constitutions and contracts

Inequality in the division of the spoils: 

pirates and the Royal Navy

Connecting institutions to measurement of inequality
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Key feature #1: Evidence-based learning

• Start with a question, and look at the evidence.

‘Why do working hours differ across countries and time?’

• Build a model that helps us understand what we see.

Constrained optimization (indifference curves, feasible set)

• Critically evaluate the model

Can workers really choose? Influence of culture and politics

Theory Application

TheoryApplication

‘Usual’ approach:

CORE approach:



Provide context – a 

century of decline in 

work hours …

Motivate 

income and 

substitution 

effects

Back to the 

data …

The theory 

… and cross-country evidence



Key feature #2: Interactive learning 

Slidelines

The Economy; Economy, Society, and Public Policy 



Key feature #2: Interactive learning 

‘Economist in Action’ videos ‘Test yourself’ MCQs

The Economy; Economy, Society, and Public Policy 



Learn tools that can be applied to different problems in the real world
The profit maximizing firm sets the price The rent-maximizing elite sets the tax



Does it work? Student outcomes



The firm: demand and 

iso-profit curves

Strategic interaction: 

mutual gains and 

their distribution

Why does it work? Teaching the tools of economics – feasible sets and preferences 
– motivated by and applied to real problems in the world

Working hours: cross-country 

differences

Selfish and altruistic 

preferences

The macroeconomic 

policy maker
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5. New skills – data handling, coding, visualization, interpretation, communication

ALL FREE ONLINE AT www.core-econ.org

Project Topic
1 Measuring climate change
2 Collecting and analysing data from experiments
3 Assessing the effect of a sugar tax 
4 Measuring wellbeing 
5 Measuring economic inequality
6 Measuring management practices
7 Supply and demand
8 Measuring the non-monetary cost of unemployment
9 Credit-excluded households in a developing country

10 Characteristics of banking systems around the world
11 Measuring the WTP for climate change abatement
12 Government policies and popularity

Use real data, analyze real problems using spreadsheets and R – no pre-requisites needed



Key feature #2: Interactive learning 
Doing Economics: Walk-throughs
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